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Context

 Senior Librarian of both Colston’s Upper and Lower Schools, in Stapleton, 

Bristol.

 Responsible for all aspects of the Library from ‘traditional’ book stock 

management, to teaching digital literacy skills, from ages 3-18 years old, 

plus staff! 

 Library Development Plan complimenting whole school Literacy Action Plan



OU Research Inspiration and Rationale

 This project focuses on creating reading communities (Teachers as Readers 

(TaRs)  research finding 5) with a side of encouraging teachers (TaRs finding 

4) to read their own reading list (Cremin et al., 2014) as well as those books I 

am recommending to the students.

‘Reading for pleasure is more important for children's 

cognitive development than their parents' level of 

education and is a more powerful factor in life 

achievement than socio-economic background’ 

(Sullivan and Brown (2013) Social inequalities in cognitive scores at age 16: The 

role of reading)

http://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/1473708/


Aims

 I currently run a very successful Reading Challenge programme for Years 7 

through to staff in the Upper School.  This means that 12 texts are selected for 

each year group, with the exception of Years 10 and 11 who have 2 years to 

read the 12 books because of their exams and VI and Staff who have 6 books.  

 Many of the Year 6 children stop reading as much when they transfer to the 

Upper School. From conversations with the students it is clear that the upturn in 

homework expectations and sports teams commitments is absorbing the time 

that they used to spend reading. I hope that by running the Reading Challenge 

with Year 5 and 6 they will carve out the time needed to read the books and 

that this habit will be so ingrained by the time they start Year 7 that they will 

continue to read, even if it is not quite at the speed and frequency that it used 

to be at.  

 The children need to be exposed to a range of quality texts that are well written 
and interesting, so that they can break out of the narrow field some of them 

read currently.  These mainly consist of authors their parents feel confident 

about, such as Michel Morpurgo, or David Walliams and other celebrity books, 

as these are easily available as part of the weekly shop at supermarkets. 

 I am also working with the Head of Literacy on the wide range of texts taught 

during curriculum time.



Outline

 I used a number of sources in selecting the 24 books; 12 texts 
for Year 5 and 12 for Year 6.  I needed to ensure that across 
the 12 there were books that were:

Accessible for those with low reading ability

Challenging for the more able readers

Diverse in terms of their protagonists, settings, writing style 
so that they can experience a range; fantasy, historical, 
real life, futuristic, with characters who are just like them,  
and with people very different to them. 



Outline continued



Outline continued



Outline continued
The children complete book reviews detailing what they thought 

about the books, and I emphasise that writing about what you don’t 

like is as valuable as what you do like!

I also create tally charts for the Library wall and fill in each score that 

the children give the books - this visually displays how differently 

individuals feel about a book;  the same words read by two different 

people can result in a rating of an 8 and a 2!



Impact

 Book review – students submit a simple review which I discuss with 

them as they borrow, renew or return their books. Sometimes they 

want to know why I choose this book for the list or why a book like 

Diary of a Wimpy Kid is not on the list.  I stress that they are welcome 

to read books like that as well, but I want to help them discover 
books they might not otherwise read.

 NS ‘This was the best book I have ever read!’ of Running on the Roof 

of the World. 

 FM ‘Do you have the next in the series please Miss?’ Beetle Boy

 TaRs findings 3 and 5 highly the importance of  social, open, 

engaging book discussions both with me as a staff membe,r but also 

each other in peer to peer recommendations.



Reflections on impact the 
TaRs Research had on 
practice

Next steps to support children’s volitional engagement 
as readers:

 Create next year’s reading lists –

use my professional judgement in choosing titles 
alongside student suggestions

 Evaluate New Year 7 participation –

Are they reading as much? Less? Talk to them about why?

 Compile data -

Analyse participation alongside academic data (Lucid 
screening)

Are there any patterns as the year(s) move on?


